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Dreaming of a new bed?

You’ve come to the right place 

Find out more about our OPPLAND range on page 20

New STRANDGYLLEN quilt  
cover and 4 pillowcases 
62% modal, 38% lyocell. 
240×220/50×80cm. White. 
303.172.34

£49

A person’s bedroom is unique, and it should feel that way. We spend at least a third 

of our lives in it, whether it’s to sleep, rest or relax, so it makes sense that it refects 

our own personality. Your bedroom might be small. It could be big. It may be for 

sharing or going solo. No matter what, on the following pages you’ll fnd lots of 

exciting ideas to help you make your comfort zone even more comfortable. What 

will you fnd? Bedroom furniture. Chests of drawers. Bedside tables. And naturally, 

that’s just the start. After all, what’s a bedroom without the bed? Our collection of 

mattresses, bases and matching bedding is waiting here for you to fnd. Why not 

look through this brochure, mix and match your favourite items, and see what will 

make the perfect room for you. We suggest you sit back and relax, and enjoy what 

lies ahead. A beautiful bedroom and a great night’s sleep.

A great sign of 

true quality is 

guaranteeing your 

mattress for 25 

years at no extra 

cost! Find out more 
on page 46

25
Year

Guarantee

FREE
01 HÖVÅG pocket sprung single mattress £150 You get support in the right places with the help of individually 

wrapped pocket springs that work independently and follow your body closely. Polyester, cotton and polyurethane 

foam. Firm/dark grey. 002.587.59

02 HESSENG pocket sprung single mattress £400 Natural materials like natural latex, horsehair, cotton, wool and 

lyocell provide extra comfort and give a very pleasant sleeping environment with an even temperature. 40% natural/ 

60% synthetic latex, wool wadding, horsehair, cotton. Firm/natural colour. 602.587.42

For even more bedroom inspiration and products see IKEA.co.uk/bedroom
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For quality and design, it’s all top notch

01 MALM standard double  
high bed frame with  
4 storage boxes

£245
03 MALM  
2-drawer chest

£39

05 MALM  
3-drawer chest 

£49

01 MALM standard double high bed frame with 4 storage boxes £245 

The 4 large drawers on castors give you extra storage space under the bed. 

Particle board and fbreboard. 150×199, H100cm. White stained oak. 390.274.09 

02 MALM 3-drawer chest £49 Real wood veneer will make this chest of 

drawers age gracefully. Particle board, fbreboard and foil. 80×48, H78cm. White 

stained oak. 701.786.03   

 

03 MALM bed storage boxes for high bed frame £40/2pk Smooth-running 

castors make contents easily accessible. 100×62, H29cm. White stained oak. 

402.811.35 

04 PAX wardrobes £212/ea 10-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the 

guarantee brochure. 100×60×236cm. White stained oak effect/Nexus white 

stained oak veneer. 690.255.93 Lighting and handles sold separately.

MALM series Particle board, fbreboard and oak veneer. White stained oak. 

01 High bed frame Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses of different 

thicknesses. Standard double. 790.225.65 £165  Standard king-size. 990.225.69 

£200  Standard super king-size. 990.273.93 £260

02 High bed frame with 4 storage boxes The 4 large drawers give you extra 

storage space under the bed. Standard double. 390.274.09 £245  Standard 

king-size. 990.274.30 £280  Standard super king-size. 490.274.23 £340

03 2-drawer chest £39 Can also be used as a bedside table. 40×48, H55cm. 

101.786.01 

04 3-drawer chest £49 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 80×48, 

H78cm. 701.786.03 

05 4-drawer chest £59 80×48, H100cm. 801.786.07 

06 6-drawer chest £99 Extra roomy for more storage space. 160×48, H78cm. 

401.786.09  

07 6-drawer chest £89 80×48, H123cm. 601.786.13

08 STAVE mirror £15 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 70×70cm. White stained oak. 

901.784.28 

09 STAVE mirror £20 Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Fibreboard, foil and 

glass. 40×160cm. White stained oak. 801.784.24

MALM series Particle board, fbreboard and oak veneer. Oak.

01 High bed frame Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses of different 

thicknesses. Standard double. 090.225.64 £165  Standard king-size. 190.225.68 

£200  Standard super king-size. 290.273.82 £260 

02 High bed frame with 4 storage boxes The 4 large drawers give you extra 

storage space under the bed. Standard double. 790.274.07 £245  Standard 

king-size. 190.274.29 £280  Standard super king-size. 890.274.16 £340

03 2-drawer chest £39 Can also be used as a bedside table. 40×48, H55cm. 

400.625.95 

04 3-drawer chest £45 40×48, H77cm. 603.033.77

05 3-drawer chest £49 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 80×48, 

H78cm. 200.625.96 

06 6-drawer chest £85 Built-in mirror. 40×48.50, H123cm. 101.065.05 

07 4-drawer chest £59 80×48, H100cm. 000.625.97  

08 6-drawer chest £99 Extra roomy for more storage space. 160×48, H78cm. 

200.626.00

09 6-drawer chest £89 80×48, H123cm. 600.625.99 

10 STAVE mirror £15 Can be used in high humidity areas. Fibreboard, foil and 

glass. 70×70cm. 901.259.77 

11 STAVE mirror £20 Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Fibreboard, foil and 

glass. 40×160cm. 501.259.84 

Please note: mattresses and bedlinen sold separately. Matching PAX wardrobes are  

also available.
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MALM series Particle board, fbreboard and foil. Black-brown. 

01 Bed frame Real wood veneer will make this bed age gracefully. Standard 

double. 190.069.74 £165  Standard king-size. 890.069.80 £200  Standard super 

king-size. 090.024.34 £260 

02 Ottoman bed Under the slatted base, which can be lifted, hides a practical 

storage space. Standard double. 902.799.36  £329  Standard king-size. 

402.799.34 £379  Standard super king-size. 302.498.72 £400  

03 High bed frame with 4 storage boxes The 4 large drawers give you extra 

storage space under the bed. Standard double. 490.069.82 £245  Standard 

king-size. 090.069.84 £280  Standard super king-size. 590.024.41 £340 

04 Standard single high bed frame £125 106×199, H100cm. 690.099.46

05 STAVE mirror £20 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 40×160cm. Black-brown. 

901.259.82

06 2-drawer chest £39 Can also be used as a bedside table. 40×48, H55cm. 

001.033.43

07 3-drawer chest £45 40×48, H78cm. 303.033.93

08 3-drawer chest £49 80×48, H78cm. 801.033.44

09 4-drawer chest £59 80×48, H100cm. 501.033.45 

10 Bed storage boxes for high bed frame £40/2pk You get a lot of extra 

storage under the high MALM bed frame if you complement with 2 or 4 bed storage 

boxes. Particle board and foil. 90×62, H29cm. 902.618.37

11 6-drawer chest £99 Extra roomy for more storage space. 160×48, H78cm. 

701.033.49 

12 6-drawer chest £89 Built-in mirror. 40×48.50, H123cm. 101.033.47

MALM series Particle board, fbreboard and foil. White. 

01 High bed frame Standard double. 290.069.78 £145 £125  Standard 

king-size. 690.069.81 £180  Standard super king-size. 790.024.35 £240 

02 High bed frame with 4 storage boxes The 4 large drawers give you extra 

storage space under the bed. Standard double. 290.069.83 £225 £205  Standard 

king-size. 790.069.85 £260  Standard super king-size. 390.024.42 £320

03 Ottoman bed Under the slatted base, which can be lifted, hides a practical 

storage space. Standard double. 502.799.38 £299  Standard king-size. 

302.799.39 £359  Standard super king-size. 902.498.74 £380

04 Standard single high bed frame £120 £99 106×199, H100cm. 490.099.47

05 2-drawer chest £29 40×48, H55cm. 802.145.49

06 3-drawer chest £35 40×48, H77cm. 703.033.86

07 3-drawer chest £39 80×48, H78cm. 402.145.51

08 4-drawer chest £49 80×48, H100cm. 002.145.53

09 6-drawer chest £79 160×48, H78cm. 502.145.55 

10 6-drawer chest £79 80×48, H123cm. 102.145.57

11 6-drawer chest £79 Built-in mirror. 40×48.50, H123cm. 602.180.15

12 Glass top Transparent grey. 40×48cm. 201.426.59 £10  80×48cm. 401.426.58 

£15 160×48cm. 601.426.57 £20

13 Glass top White. 40×48cm. 601.606.46 £10  80×48cm. 401.606.47 £15  

160×48cm. 801.606.45 £20

14 Dressing table £95 Particle board, fbreboard and tempered glass. 120×41, 

H78cm. White. 102.036.10

15 STAVE mirror £20 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 40×160cm. White. 802.235.20

16 2-drawer chest 40×48, H55cm. Turquoise. 502.774.49 £39  Grey. 

302.774.45 £39

17 3-drawer chest Particle board, fbreboard and foil. 80×48, H78cm. 

Turquoise. 102.774.51 £49  Grey. 902.774.47 £49
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01 MALM standard double high bed frame with 4 storage boxes £245 

The 4 large drawers on castors give you extra storage space under the bed. 

Particle board and fbreboard. 150×199, H100cm. Black-brown. 490.069.82 

02 FARDAL wardrobe doors £65/ea The doors can be hung with the opening 

to the right or the left. Particle board and foil. 50×229cm. High-gloss turquoise. 

890.286.37  

03 Bed storage boxes for high bed frame £40/2pk Smooth-running castors 

make contents easily accessible. 95×62, H29cm. Black-brown. 902.618.37 

04 MALM 6-drawer chest £79 Smooth running drawers with pull-out stop.

If you want to organise inside you can complement with SKUBB box, set of 6. 

Particle board, fbreboard and foil. 160×48, H78cm. White. 502.145.55 

Can be combined with: 

Please note: mattresses and bedlinen sold separately. Matching PAX wardrobes are

also available.

01 MALM standard double 
high bed frame £145

£125

04
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Simply doing what comes naturally

Perfect for anyone with  

a sense of tradition

HURDAL range Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. Light brown.

01 Bed frame The solid pine shows off the attractive grain and natural knots that 

give each unique piece its own individual personality. Stained solid pine. 

148×199cm. Light brown. Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses of 

different thicknesses. Standard double. 690.272.95 £245 Standard king-size. 

490.272.96 £270  

02 Bed storage boxes £50/2pk Complement with 2 or 4 bed storage boxes 

beneath the bed frame for great use of space. 100×62, H29cm. 202.694.79

03 2-drawer chest £60 Plenty of room for all your things in the large storage 

drawers. 53×37, H62cm. 602.690.24 

04 Bedside table £60 The door can be hung with the opening to the right or the 

left. 49×34, H62cm. 502.688.31 

05 5-drawer chest £180 The drawers slide smoothly and steadily on wooden 

gliders. 56×50, H137cm. 302.688.46

06 5-drawer chest £250 Plenty of room for all your things in the spacious 

storage drawers. 109×50, H137cm. 802.688.44

07 STABEKK mirror Solid pine and glass. Ø75cm. Green. 602.878.91 £40 

Light brown. 602.880.89 £40

08 STABEKK mirror £40 Solid pine and glass. 50×160cm. Light brown. 

402.878.87

09 3-drawer chest £150 Plenty of room for all your things in the spacious 

storage drawers. 109×50, H93cm. 202.688.42

10 9-drawer chest £300 The drawers slide smoothly and steadily on wooden 

gliders. 176×50, H93cm. 902.688.48

11 Linen cabinet £175 Adjustable shelves make it easy to customise the space 

to suit. 109×50, H137cm. Green. 102.688.52

12 Wardrobe £325 Adjustable shelves make it easy to customise the space 

to suit. 109×59, H198cm. 502.688.50

01 HURDAL standard 
double bed frame

£245

LEIRVIK standard double bed frame 17 slats of 
layer-glued birch adjust to your body weight and 
increase the suppleness of the mattress. Powder-coated 
steel. Designer: Carina Bengs. 143×199, H146cm. 
White. 490.066.61

 

£

80

LEIRVIK
Go shabby chic, with LEIRVIK 
bed frame adding an elegant 
aura of yesteryear to today’s 
modern bedroom.

9 

Please note: mattresses and bedlinen sold separately. Matching PAX wardrobes are  

also available.



11 HEMNES10

HEMNES range Clear-lacquered solid pine. Black-brown. 

01 Bed frame Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses of different 

thicknesses. Standard double. 290.069.64 £175  Standard king-size. 790.069.66 

£200

02 Bedside table £40 Smooth-running drawer with pull-out stop. 

Designer: Nike Karlsson. 46×35, H70cm. 901.212.34 

03 2-drawer chest £70 Extra drawer inside for convenient storage of small items. 

Designer: Carina Bengs. 54×38, H66cm. 502.426.19 

04 Standard single bed frame £150 Designer: Carina Bengs. 104×201, H112cm.

290.098.25

05 8-drawer chest £180 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 160×50, H95cm 

402.392.74

06 3-drawer chest £90 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 108×50, H95cm. 

402.426.29 

07 6-drawer chest £140 108×50, H130cm. 602.392.68 

08 5-drawer chest £115 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 57×39, 

H130cm. 902.471.82 

09 Mirror £45 Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Glass. 60×90cm. 001.228.22

10 Mirror £75 Full-length. Glass. 74×165cm. 101.212.52 

11 Bedside table £40 Designer: Nike Karlsson. 46×35, H70cm. Red. 501.241.59 

12 3-drawer chest £90 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 108×50, H95cm.  

Red. 602.426.33

13 Wardrobe with 2 sliding doors £260 Designer: Carina Bengs. 120×59, 

H197cm. Red. 402.514.78

Classic good looks that you’ll never tire of

01 02 03

0706

05

10
0908

01 HEMNES standard 
double  bed frame

£175

04 HEMNES standard 
single bed frame

£150

1211

13 HEMNES wardrobe  
with 2 sliding doors

£260

Please note: mattresses and bedlinen sold separately. Matching PAX wardrobes are  

also available.
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HEMNES12 13 

HEMNES series Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. White. 

01 Bed frame Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses of 

different thicknesses. Mattress and bedlinen sold separately. 

Standard double. 990.069.65 £175  Standard king-size. 590.069.67 £200

02 Standard single bed frame £150 Designer: Carina Bengs. 90×190, H112cm. 

090.098.26

03 Daybed frame with 3 drawers £260 £229 4 functions: sofa, single bed, 

double bed and storage solution. 80×200, H86cm. White. 500.803.15

04 Bedside table £40 Designer: Nike Karlsson. 46×35, H70cm.  

White. 701.212.30 

05 2-drawer chest £70 Designer: Carina Bengs. 54×38, H66cm. 802.426.27 

06 5-drawer chest £115 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop.  

57×39, H130cm. 202.471.90

07 3-drawer chest £90 Extra roomy with more space for storage. 

Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 108×50, H95cm. 702.426.37

08 6-drawer chest £140 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.  

108×50, H130cm. 602.392.73

09 8-drawer chest £180 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 160×50, H95cm. 102.392.80 

10 Dressing table with mirror £135 Fibreboard, solid birch and tempered 

glass. Designer: Carina Bengs. 100×50, H159cm. White. 101.212.28

11 Mirror £45 60×90cm. White. 902.137.52

12 Mirror £75 74×165cm. White. 700.349.16

13 8-drawer chest £180 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 160×50, H95cm. Blue. 902.392.76

14 Daybed frame with 3 drawers £260 £229 4 functions: sofa, single bed, 

double bed and storage solution. 80×200, H86cm. Grey. 403.005.44

15 Wardrobe with 2 sliding doors £260 Storage for long and short hanging 

clothes and folded clothes. Solid pine and fbreboard. Designer: Carina Bengs. 

120×59, H197cm. 502.512.70 

03 HEMNES daybed  
frame with 3 drawers £260

£229

13 HEMNES  
8-drawer chest

£180

01 HEMNES standard  
double bed frame

£175

14

Please note: mattresses and bedlinen sold separately. Matching PAX wardrobes are  

also available.
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LEFT PAGE 01 BRIMNES standard double headboard with storage 

compartment £85 Perfect for things you want to reach without getting out of 

bed. Particle board and foil. 141×28, H111cm. White. 802.609.04   

02 MOSSFLOX double quilt cover set/5pcs £20 Quilt cover 200×200cm.  

4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Multicoloured. 403.089.79

03 BRIMNES standard double bed frame with storage £169  

The 4 large drawers give you extra storage space under the bed. Headboard, 

mattress and bedlinen sold separately. Particle board and foil. 141×196, H47cm. 

White. 290.069.40

THIS PAGE BRIMNES range Particle board, fbreboard and foil. Designers:  

K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. White. 

01 Bed frame with storage The 4 drawers in the bed frame give you lots of 

storage space. Standard double. 290.069.40 £169 Standard king-size. 

090.069.36 £209 Standard super king-size. 199.282.88 £269 

02 Daybed frame with 2 drawers Sofa, single bed, bed for two and storage,  

in one piece of furniture. 80×200, H57cm. White. 002.287.05 £185  

Black. 702.691.70 £185

03 Bedside table £35 In the drawer there is room for an extension socket for 

your chargers. 39×41, H53cm. 102.349.42

04 2-drawer chest Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop.

50×42, H77cm. White. 402.906.63 £45  Black. 802.906.61 £45

05 Headboard with storage compartment Storage for things that you want to 

keep within easy reach when you’re in bed. Standard double. 802.609.04 £85  

Standard king-size. 502.609.05 £95  Standard super king-size 602.287.12 £100

06 Wardrobe with 2 doors £80 Self-closing hinges automatically close the door 

the last part of the way, so the wardrobe is never left open. 78×50, H190cm. 

502.180.30

07 Wardrobe with 3 doors £140 The mirror door can be placed on the left side, 

right side or in the middle. 116.7×51.2, H190cm. 702.458.53

08 Dressing table Built-in mirror with hidden storage space that helps you 

organise your jewellery and make-up. 70×42, H77cm. White. 702.904.59 £65  

Black. 902.904.58 £65

09 3-drawer chest Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 78×41, H95cm. 

White. 802.180.24 £50 Red. 502.261.29 £50

10 4-drawer chest £55 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 39×41, 

H124cm. White. 102.180.27

11 4-drawer chest £75 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

78×41, H124cm. White. 502.180.25

12 Bedside table £35 In the drawer there is room for an extension socket for 

your chargers. 39×41, H53cm. Oak effect/frosted glass. 503.120.04

13 3-drawer chest £50 78×41, H95cm. Oak effect/frosted glass. 703.120.17 

14 4-drawer chest £75 78×41, H124cm. Oak effect/frosted glass. 903.120.16

15 4-drawer chest £55 39×41, H124cm. Oak effect/frosted glass. 103.120.15

16 Wardrobe with 2 doors £80 78×50, H190cm. Oak effect. 303.120.19

17 Wardrobe with 3 doors £140 117×50, H190cm. Oak effect. 603.120.27

03 BRIMNES standard  
double bed frame  
with  storage

£169

Make storage your best-kept bedroom secret

09 BRIMNES  
3-drawer chest

£50

02

01
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BRUSALI bedroom set. 5 products for 1 price
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TRYSIL bedroom set. 5 products for 1 price

16 TRYSIL BRUSALI 17

BRUSALI series Particle board, moisture resistant fbreboard and foil. White. 

Standard double bed frame £125 Adjustable bed sides allow you to use 

mattresses of different thicknesses. 090.069.41 Also available: standard 

king-size. 890.069.42 £140  Bedside tables £30/ea Inside there is room  

for an extension socket for your chargers. 44×36, H62cm. 902.501.55 

3-drawer chest £80 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

80×48, H93cm. 302.501.44  Wardrobe with 3 doors £140 Adjustable  

hinges ensure that the doors hang straight. 131×57, H190cm. 002.501.69  

BRUSALI standard double bed 

frame, 2 bedside tables, 

3-drawer chest, wardrobe with 

3 doors

  

£405/5pcs

BRUSALI standard bed frame with 4 storage boxes £195 The 4 large 

drawers on castors give you an extra storage space under the bed. Particle 

board, fbreboard and foil. Standard double. White. 690.069.43 BRUSALI 

bedside table £30 Inside there is room for an extension socket for your 

chargers. Particle board, moisture resistant fbreboard and foil. 44×36, H62cm. 

White. 902.501.55 LINDVED side table £15 Powder-coated steel. Designer: 

Ehlén Johansson. Ø50, H68cm. White. 301.256.97 

TRYSIL standard double bed frame £109 Adjustable bed sides allow you 

to use mattresses of different thicknesses. Particle board, foil and steel.

140×208, H40cm. White/light grey. 590.070.09 

TRYSIL bedside table £25 Particle board and foil fnish. 45×40, H50cm. 

White/light grey. 302.360.25  

BOLLTISTEL king-size quilt cover set £45/5pcs Sateen woven bedlinen in 

lyocell/cotton is very soft and pleasant to sleep in, and has a pronounced lustre 

that makes it look beautiful on your bed. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 240×220cm. 

4 pillowcases 50×80cm. White/lilac. 302.890.47 

KARIT bedspread and cushion cover £35 Extra soft because the bedspread 

and cushion cover are quilted. 100% polyester and 100% polypropylene. 

Bedspread 260×280cm. 2 cushion covers 65×40cm. Lilac. 202.902.54

TRYSIL series Particle board, foil and steel. White/light grey.  Standard 

double bed frame £109 Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses  

of different thicknesses. 590.070.09 Also available: standard king-size. 

190.070.11 £129  Bedside tables £25/ea Particle board and foil. 45×40, 

H50cm. 302.360.25  3-drawer chest £45 Smooth-running drawer with 

pull-out stop. Particle board and foil. 75×40, H77cm. 702.360.28 

Wardrobe with sliding doors/4 drawers £180 Sliding doors allow  

more room for furniture because they don’t take up space when opened.  

Particle board and foil. 154×60, H205cm. 102.360.31 

TRYSIL standard double bed frame, 

2 bedside tables, 3-drawer chest, 

wardrobe with 2 doors+4 drawers 

 

£384/5pcs

A fabulous bedroom in one fell swoop

TRYSIL wardrobe with  
sliding doors/4 drawers

£180

BRUSALI standard bed frame  
with 4 storage boxes

£195
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UNDREDAL standard double bed frame £299 Adjustable bed sides allow you 

to use mattresses of different thicknesses. Solid birch and fbreboard. Designer: 

Ebba Strandmark. Black. 590.612.75

UNDREDAL 2-drawer chest £95 Integrated damper catches the running drawer 

and closes it slowly, silently and softly. Fibreboard, particle board and acrylic 

paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 57×49, H60cm. Black. 702.937.40 RÖDNARV 

double quilt cover set £45/5pcs Sateen woven bedlinen in cotton is very soft 

and pleasant to sleep in, and has a pronounced lustre that makes it look beautiful 

on your bed. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. 

Stripe/white. 703.176.04

UNDREDAL series Fibreboard, particle board and foil. Designer: Ebba 

Strandmark. Black. 01 Bed frame Adjustable bed sides allow you to use 

mattresses of different thicknesses. Standard double. 590.612.75 £299 Standard

king-size. 390.612.76 £339 

02 SOKNEDAL mirror £55 Can be used in high humidity areas. Moisture 

resistant fbreboard, acrylic paint and glass. 60×80cm. 102.984.01 

03 SOKNEDAL mirror £85 Full-length mirror. Moisture resistant fbreboard, 

acrylic paint and glass. 70×190cm. 003.000.13 

04 2-drawer chest £95 Integrated damper catches the running drawer and 

closes it slowly, silently and softly. 57×49, H60cm. 702.937.40

05 4-drawer chest £200 87×54, H101cm. 302.937.42

06 5-drawer chest £200 67×49, H122cm. 902.937.44

07 Wardrobe £295 A groove along the top moulding makes it easy to hang your 

clothes on the outside of the wardrobe. 102×62, H203cm. Black/grey glass. 

202.976.46

08 PAX wardrobe £462 10-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the 

guarantee brochure. Particle board, foil and ABS plastic. 150×60, H236cm. 

Black-brown/UNDREDAL black. 790.944.11

TYSSEDAL standard double bed frame £229 Adjustable bed sides allow you to 

use mattresses of different thicknesses. Solid beech or birch, acrylic paint and 

fbreboard. White. 490.579.81 

SKÖRPIL double quilt cover set £15/5pcs A soft material with silky texture 

and lustre. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm.  

Grey/white. 103.177.15

TYSSEDAL series Solid beech or birch, acrylic paint and fbreboard. White.

01 Bed frame Adjustable bed sides allow you to use mattresses of different 

thicknesses. Standard double. White. 490.579.81 £229 Standard king-size. 

White. 290.579.82 £269
02 MATREDAL mirror £45 Moisture resistant fbreboard and glass. 60×90cm. 

White. 403.000.11

03 6-drawer chest £200 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 127×49, 

H81cm. 202.937.14 

04 Bedside table £60 Smooth-running drawer with pull-out stop. 51×40, 

H59cm. 702.999.59

05 4-drawer chest £170 Integrated damper catches the running drawer and 

closes it slowly, silently and softly. 67×49, H102cm. 202.937.09

06 4-drawer chest £135 Adjustable feet make it possible to compensate for  

any irregularities in the foor. 87×54, H76cm. 702.937.16

07 5-drawer chest £160 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 47×49, 

H118cm. 402.937.13

08 Wardrobe £275 Hinges with integrated dampers catch the door and close it 

slowly, silently and softly. 88×58, H208cm. 002.981.28

09 PAX wardrobe £261 10-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the 

guarantee brochure. Powder-coated steel. 100×60, H236cm. White/TYSSEDAL 

white. 990.944.10

UNDREDAL standard 
double bed frame

£299

01 TYSSEDAL standard  
double bed frame

£229



20 OPPLAND 21 

01-10 New OPPLAND series Clear-lacquered ash veneer, particle board and  

ABS plastic. Brown stained ash veneer.

01 Bed frame If you read or watch TV in bed the soft headboard is comfortable  

to lean against. Designer: Ehlén Johansson. Standard double. 590.460.96 £275  

Standard king-size. 190.460.98 £310

02 2-drawer chest £60 60×48cm, H57cm. 602.691.42 

03 3-drawer chest/1 door £145 120×48cm, H80cm. 902.691.50

04 4-drawer chest £120 80×48cm, H102cm. 602.691.56  

05 6-drawer chest £180 60×48cm, H125cm. 602.691.61  

06 Bed frame Designer: Ehlén Johansson. Standard double. 790.460.95 £275  

Standard king-size. 390.460.97 £310

07 2-drawer chest £60 60×48cm, H57cm. 002.691.40 

08 3-drawer chest/1 door £145 120×48cm, H80cm. 302.691.48

09 4-drawer chest £120 80×48cm, H102cm. 102.691.54  

10 6-drawer chest £180 60×48cm, H125cm. 002.691.59  

11 RONGLAN mirror £70 Aluminium and glass. Ø80cm. 302.886.94

12 RONGLAN mirror £70 Aluminium and glass. 40×160cm. 202.886.99

New OPPLAND standard 
double bed frame

£275
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Natural materials such as solid 

wood and leather make a bed that 

ages beautifully.

Let NORDLI match your 

lifestyle. The pieces are sold 

separately so you can put your 

storage chest together just 

the way you want it.

22 NORDLI STOCKHOLM 23 

NORDLI standard double bed frame £205 If you read or watch TV in bed, the 

angled headboard is comfortable to lean against. Particle board, fbreboard and 

solid birch. 140×201, H100cm. White. 590.069.91 NORDLI bedside table £55 

On the hidden shelf is room for an extension socket for your chargers. Particle 

board, fbreboard, solid birch 30×50, H67cm. 402.192.85 

NORDLI series Particle board, fbreboard and solid birch. White.

01 Bed frame If you read or watch TV in bed the angled headboard is 

comfortable to lean against. Standard double. 590.069.91 £205

Standard king-size. 990.069.94 £240

02 Bedside table £55 On the hidden shelf is room for an extension 

socket for your chargers. 30×50, H67cm. 402.192.85 

03 6-drawer chest £150 You can easily create your own personal design 

by mixing chests of different colours. 120×43, H52cm. 990.272.65

04 2-drawer chest £55 You can use one modular chest of drawers or combine 

several to get a storage solution that suits your space perfectly. 40×43, H52cm. 

Red/white. 990.272.32

05 8-drawer chest £210 You can use one modular chest of drawers or combine 

several to get a storage solution that suits your space perfectly. 120×43, H97cm. 

290.212.76 

06 7-drawer chest £165 Integrated damper catches the running drawer and 

closes it gently. 80×43, H120cm. 490.212.04 

07 4-drawer chest £120 48×40, H125cm. Blue. 902.727.27

08 Wardrobe £200 The doors and drawers close gently because they’re ftted 

with integrated dampers. 72×58, H181cm. 502.579.84

08 NORDLI wardrobe

£200

06 STOCKHOLM 

glass-door cabinet

£275

STOCKHOLM standard double bed frame £599 The leather cushions make 

it comfortable to sit and read. Stained solid beech. 146×215, H92cm. Brown. 

890.201.65 STOCKHOLM quilt cover set £30/5pcs 100% Cotton. Quilt cover 

200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Grey/white. 502.467.97 

STOCKHOLM series Stained solid beech. Brown. 

01 Bed frame Natural materials such as solid wood and leather become even 

more lovely with age. Standard double. 890.201.65 £599 Standard king-size. 

890.176.72 £650

02 Bedside table £70 2 of the legs are adjustable to give stability, including  

if the foor is uneven. 42×42 H50cm. Yellow. 002.451.30

03 Mirror £60 Moulded beech plywood and glass. Ø80cm. 602.499.60 

04 4-drawer chest £280 Just press lightly to open the drawers. 49×40, 

H107cm. 702.450.23

05 Cabinet with 2 drawers £300 The cabinet in walnut veneer with legs of 

solid ash gives a warm, natural vibe to your room. 90×40, H107cm. 802.397.24

06 Glass-door cabinet £275 Glass-door cabinet in durable materials like 

tempered glass, solid wood and metal. 90×40, H180cm. 102.397.32

STOCKHOLM standard 

double bed frame

£599

Please note: mattresses and bedlinen sold separately. Matching PAX wardrobes 

are also available.



24 Daybeds 25 

01

03
04

05

02

LEFT PAGE BRIMNES daybed frame with 2 drawers £185 4 functions in one, as 

seating, a bed for one or a bed for two, and 2 big storage drawers. Particle board, foil 

and fbreboard. 80×200, H57cm. White. 002.287.05 

THIS PAGE 01 HEMNES daybed frame with 3 drawers £260 £229 4 functions in 

one, as a sofa, single bed or double bed, with a storage solution. Particle board and solid 

pine. Designer: Carina Bengs. 87×211, H86cm. Grey. 403.005.44 

02 HEMNES daybed frame with 3 drawers £260 £229 Particle board and solid pine. 

80×200, H86cm. White. 500.803.15

03 New BRIMNES daybed frame with 2 drawers £185 Particle board, foil and 

fbreboard. 80×200, H57cm. Black. 702.691.70 

04 BRIMNES daybed frame with 2 drawers £185 Particle board, foil and 

fbreboard. 80×200, H57cm. White. 002.287.05

05 BRIMNES daybed frame with 2 drawers £185 Particle board, foil and

fbreboard. 80×200, H57cm. Oak effect. 503.120.18

Plenty of good reasons to stay in bed

The perfect place for a snooze

Whether you have guests staying the night, or 
you’re looking to furnish the spare bedroom, our 
daybeds make a relaxing, comfortable addition to 
any home. Choose from a range of options, and 
get ready to relax, any time of day or night.

BRIMNES daybed  
frame with 2 drawers

£185



03 LANGESUND mirrors

£19/ea

15 BRIMNES  
2-drawer chest 

£45

03 ASKVOLL  
3-drawer chest

£39

26 Modern chests and mirrors 27

01-03 New OPPLAND series The natural grain pattern and rich 

texture of the wood are accentuated by frst brushing the oak veneer 

then sealing it with a matt lacquer fnish. Clear-lacquered oak veneer. 

Designer: Ehlén Johansson. Oak veneer.

01 6-drawer chest £180 60×48, H125cm. 002.691.59

02 4-drawer chest £120 80×48, H102cm. 102.691.54

03 2-drawer chest £60 60×48, H57cm. 002.691.40

04 RONGLAN mirror £70 Can be used in high humidity areas. 

Aluminium and glass. Designer: Ehlén Johansson. Ø80cm. 302.886.94

01

02

03

04

01 ASKVOLL 2-drawer chest £29 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board, foil and ABS plastic. 41×41, H48cm. White stained oak/white. 

202.708.16

02 STAVE mirror £15 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 70×70cm. White stained oak. 

901.784.28

03 ASKVOLL 3-drawer chest £39 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board, foil and ABS plastic. 70×41, H68cm. White stained oak/white. 

202.708.02

04 STAVE mirror £30 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 70×160cm. White stained oak. 

301.784.26

05 ASKVOLL 5-drawer chest £55 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board, foil and ABS plastic. 45×41, H109cm. White stained oak/white. 

402.708.20

06 STAVE mirror £20 See another side to yourself when you mount three 

mirrors in a row. Fibreboard, foil and glass. 40×160cm. White stained oak. 

801.784.24

07 MALM 3-drawer chest £49 If you want to organise inside you can 

complement with SKUBB boxes set of 6. Particle board, foil and ash veneer. 

80×48, H78cm. Black-brown. 801.033.44

08 STAVE mirror £15 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 70×70cm. Black-brown. 

301.259.80

09 MALM 4-drawer chest £59 Real wood veneer will make this chest of 

drawers age gracefully. Particle board, foil and ash veneer. 80×48, H100cm. 

Black-brown. 501.033.45

10 STAVE mirror £30 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 70×160cm. Black-brown. 

801.259.87

11 MALM 6-drawer chest £89 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop.

Particle board, foil and ash veneer. 80×48, H123cm. Black-brown. 101.033.47

12 MALM 6-drawer chest £99 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop.

Particle board, foil and ash veneer. 160×48, H78cm. Black-brown. 701.033.49

13 STAVE mirror £20 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 40×160cm. Black-brown. 

901.259.82

01 STAVE mirror £30 Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Fibreboard, foil and 

glass. 70×160cm. White. 402.235.22

02 STAVE mirror £15 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 70×70cm. White. 002.235.24

03 LANGESUND mirrors £19/ea Can be used in high humidity areas. 

Powder-coated aluminium and glass. Designer: Ola Wihlborg. Ø50cm. White. 

602.886.83 Blue. 402.886.79  Yellow. 002.886.81

04 NORDLI 4-drawer chest £120 Particle board and foil. 48×40, H125cm. 

Blue. 902.727.27

05 MALM 3-drawer chest £39 Particle board and foil. 80×48, H78cm. White. 

402.145.51

06 MALM 4-drawer chest £49 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board and foil. 80×48, H100cm. White. 002.145.53

07 MALM 6-drawer chest £79 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board and foil. 80×48, H123cm. White. 102.145.57

08 STAVE mirror £20 Fibreboard, foil and glass. 40×160cm. White. 802.235.20

09 MALM 6-drawer chest £79 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board and foil. 160×48, H78cm. White. 502.145.55

10 MALM 3-drawer chest £49 Particle board and foil. 80×48, H78cm. White 

stained oak. 701.786.03

11 MALM 4-drawer chest £59 Particle board and foil. 80×48, H100cm. White 

stained oak. 801.786.07

12 MALM 6-drawer chest £99 Particle board and foil. 160×48, H78cm. White 

stained oak. 401.786.09

13 STOCKHOLM 4-drawer chest £280 Just press lightly to open the drawers. 

Particle board and clear-lacquered walnut veneer. 49×40, H107cm. Walnut 

veneer. 702.450.23

14 STOCKHOLM mirror £60 Moulded beech plywood, walnut veneer and glass. 

Ø80, D10cm. Walnut veneer. 602.499.60

15 BRIMNES 2-drawer chest £45 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. Particle 

board, foil and fbreboard. 50×42, H77cm. White/frosted glass. 402.906.63

16 BRIMNES 4-drawer chest £75 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. Particle 

board, foil and fbreboard. 78×41, H124cm. White/frosted glass. 502.180.25

17 BRIMNES 4-drawer chest £55 Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. Particle 

board, foil and fbreboard. 39×41, H124cm. White/frosted glass. 102.180.27
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03 HEMNES mirror £45 Made of solid wood, which is a hard-wearing and warm 

natural material. Solid pine and glass. 60×90cm. White. 902.137.52

04 BRUSALI 4-drawer chest £80 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board and foil. Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard. 51×48, H134cm. 

White. 202.527.42

05 BRUSALI 3-drawer chest £80 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board and foil. Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard. 80×48, H93cm. 

White. 302.501.44

06 BRUSALI 4-drawer chest £100 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Particle board and foil. Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard. 80×48, H117cm. 

Brown. 902.527.48

07 HEMNES mirror £75 Full-length mirror. Solid pine and glass. 74×165cm. 

White. 700.349.16

08 HEMNES 3-drawer chest £90 Made of solid wood, which is a hard-wearing 

and warm natural material. Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 108×50, H95cm. 

White stain. 702.426.37

09 SONGE mirror £95 Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Solid pine and 

glass. 91×130cm. Silver colour. 601.784.20

10 HEMNES 5-drawer chest £115 If you want to organise inside you can 

complement with 6-piece SKUBB boxes set. Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 

57×39, H130cm. White stain. 202.471.90

11 SONGE mirror £115 Full-length mirror. Solid pine, aluminium foil and glass. 

91×197cm. Silver colour. 601.784.15

12 HEMNES 6-drawer chest £140 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 108×50, H130cm. White stain. 602.392.73

13 HEMNES 8-drawer chest £180 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out stop. 

Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 160×50, H95cm. White stain. 102.392.80

01 EKNE mirror £15 Provided with safety flm, which reduces damage if glass is 

broken. Powder-coated steel and glass. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. Ø50, 

H60cm. 501.931.38

02 TYSSEDAL 4-drawer chest £135 Integrated damper catches the running 

drawer and closes it slowly, silently and softly. Fibreboard, particle board and 

acrylic paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 87×54, H76cm. White. 702.937.16

03 EKNE mirror £40 Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Powder-coated steel 

and glass. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 70×150cm. 301.931.39

04 TYSSEDAL 6-drawer chest £200 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out 

stop. Fibreboard, particle board and acrylic paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.

127×49, H81cm. White. 202.937.14

05 TYSSEDAL 4-drawer chest £170 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out 

stop. Fibreboard, particle board and acrylic paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 

67×49, H102cm. White. 202.937.09

06 MATREDAL mirror £45 Can be used in high humidity areas. Moisture 

resistant fbreboard and glass. 60×90cm. White. 403.000.11

07 TYSSEDAL 5-drawer chest £160 Integrated damper catches the running 

drawer and closes it slowly, silently and softly. Fibreboard, particle board and 

acrylic paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 47×49, H118cm. White. 402.937.13

08 UNDREDAL 2 drawer-chest £95 Adjustable feet make it possible to 

compensate for any irregularities in the foor. Fibreboard, particle board and 

acrylic paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 57×49, H60cm. Black. 702.937.40

09 SOKNEDAL mirror £55 Can be used in high humidity areas. Moisture 

resistant fbreboard, acrylic paint and glass. 60×80cm. Black. 102.984.01

10 UNDREDAL 4-drawer chest £200 Smooth-running drawers with pull-out 

stop. Fibreboard, particle board and acrylic paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 

87×54, H101cm. Black. 302.937.42

11 SOKNEDAL mirror £85 Full-length mirror. Moisture resistant fbreboard, 

acrylic paint and glass. 70×190cm. Black. 003.000.13

12 UNDREDAL 5-drawer chest £200 Fibreboard, particle board and acrylic 

paint. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 67×49, H122cm. Black. 902.937.44

13 HEMNES mirror £45 Can be used in high humidity areas. Stained solid pine

and glass. 60×90cm. Black-brown. 001.228.22

14 HEMNES 3-drawer chest £90 Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 108×50, 

H95cm. Black-brown. 402.426.29

15 HEMNES 5-drawer chest £115 Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 57×39, 

H130cm. Black-brown. 902.471.82

16 HEMNES 6-drawer chest £140 Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 108×50, 

H130cm. Black-brown. 602.392.68

17 HEMNES mirror £75 Full-length mirror. Stained solid pine and glass. 74×165. 

Black-brown. 101.212.52

18 HEMNES 8-drawer chest £180 Stained clear-lacquered solid pine. 160×50, 

H95cm. Black-brown. 402.392.74

03 HEMNES  
mirror

£45

10 UNDREDAL 
4-drawer chest

£200

18 HEMNES  
8-drawer chest

£180

01 STABEKK mirror £40 Made of solid wood, which is a hard-wearing 

and warm natural material. Stained solid pine and glass. Ø75cm. 

Green. 602.878.91 

02 HURDAL linen cabinet £175 The solid pine shows off the 

attractive grain and knots and beauty mark knots that give each 

unique piece its own naturally grown, individual personality. Stained 

clear-lacquered solid pine. Designer: Francis Cayouette. 109×50, 

H137cm. Green. 102.688.52

Top drawer design 

to refect your image
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Think of us as match-makers

Since you’ll spend a third of your life in bed, it’s important to know that your 

mattress is going to give you years of comfort. So let us help you fnd your favourite 

from our extensive range, and make sure you’ll be just right for each other.

Mattresses30 31 

Love your new IKEA mattress 
or exchange it within 90 days*

It can take some time for you and  

your new mattress to get used to each 

other. That’s why we’re happy for you 

to try your new mattress at home for 

up to 90 days.

If you don’t love it, you can exchange 

it for another. When you’ve found the 

perfect match, you can sleep easy with 

our free 25-year guarantee.

*Terms and conditions apply. (For full terms and 

conditions please see IKEA.co.uk or enquire in 

store). This policy is in addition to your statutory 

rights.



32 33 Mattresses

Mother Nature knows best
We know that what’s natural is what’s best for your body. That’s why our mattresses 

are made with materials like natural latex, cotton, wool, corn fbre and horsehair –  

to keep you comfortable, and make sure your sleep environment is at the best 

temperature for your body.

Which do you prefer?

Everyone’s different. So we have three types of mattress to help you fnd the perfect 

one. Some people choose springs, some choose foam, and others get a good night’s 

sleep on latex. Which one suits you?

Foam
Sink into all-over body comfort with one of our foam or memory

foam mattresses. Memory foam moulds to your body and gives 

you good, even support where you need it. This means that 

your spine straightens out, circulation increases in your skin  

and muscles, and your shoulders and neck can relax. 

Pocket sprung mattresses
With our pocket sprung mattresses you get support in the right 

places. Individually wrapped pocket springs work independently 

and follow your body closely. Some of our mattresses also have 

separate comfort zones, which give you very precise support 

and relieve pressure on your shoulders and hips.

Sprung mattresses 
Sprung mattresses distribute your weight evenly, so there’s no 

extra pressure on any one part of your body. The open spring 

construction helps air fow through the mattress, so you won’t 

get too warm while you sleep. You can get the comfort level 

that’s right for you with a mattress pad and a slatted base or  

a mattress base. Sprung mattresses are also extremely durable.



34 Sprung mattresses 35 

HESSENG pocket sprung mattress  
Natural materials like latex, horsehair, cotton, wool and lyocell provide 

extra comfort and give a very pleasant sleeping environment with an even 

temperature. 5 comfort zones give very precise support and relieve 

pressure on your shoulders and hips. Designed to be used on one side only, 

with no need to turn. 25-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the 

guarantee brochure. Natural colour.

90×200cm £400 802.587.41 £400 202.587.44 

140×200cm £540 602.587.37 £540 902.587.31

160×200cm £600 302.587.29 £600 802.587.36

Standard single £400 602.587.42 £400 402.587.43

Standard double £540 102.587.30 £540 702.587.32 

Standard king-size £600 302.587.34 £600 002.587.40

Standard super king-size £700 502.587.33 £700 202.587.39

HOKKÅSEN sprung mattress   
A layer of memory foam moulds to the contours of your body, relieves 

pressure and helps you to relax. A soft layer of mini pocket springs 

contours to the natural curves of the body to create an enhanced comfort. 

Designed to be used on one side only, with no need to turn. 25-year 

guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. White.

90×200cm £300 603.016.89 £300 203.016.91

140×200cm £390 503.016.75 £390 103.016.77

160×200cm £450 303.016.81 £450 903.016.83

Standard single £300 703.016.98 £300 503.016.99

Standard double £390 903.017.01 £390 703.017.02

Standard king-size £450 503.017.03 £450 303.017.04

Standard super king-size £500 003.017.05 £500 803.017.06

HAMARVIK sprung mattress   
Bonnell springs provide all-over support to ensure a restful night’s sleep.  

A generous layer of soft fllings adds support and comfort. Stretch fabric on 

the top side of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort. Designed 

to be used on one side only, with no need to turn. 25-year guarantee. Read 

about the terms in the guarantee brochure. Dark beige.

90×200cm £90 102.445.02 £90 102.443.47

140×200cm £110 102.444.89 £110 602.443.40

160×200cm £130 102.444.94 £130 002.443.43

Standard single £90 602.587.23 £90 402.587.24 

Standard double £110 702.587.27 £110 502.587.28 

Standard king-size £130 002.587.21 £130 802.587.22

FIRMNESS

FIRMNESS

FIRMNESS

FIRMNESS

FIRM

FIRM

FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

MEDIUM 
FIRM

MEDIUM 
FIRM

MEDIUM 
FIRM

HYLLESTAD pocket sprung mattress 
A layer of memory foam moulds to the contours of your body, relieves 

pressure and helps you to relax. Stretch fabric on the top side of the 

mattress moves with you to maximise comfort. Designed to be used on  

one side only, with no need to turn. 25-year guarantee. Read about the 

terms in the guarantee brochure. White.

90×200cm £200 502.444.54 £200 702.443.49

140×200cm £250 202.444.41 £250 202.443.37

160×200cm £300 102.444.46  £300 202.443.42

Standard single £200 902.587.50 £200 102.587.49

Standard double £250 702.587.51 £250 302.587.53 

Standard king-size £300 502.587.47 £300 302.587.48

Standard super king-size £350 902.587.45 £350 702.587.46

FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM

MEDIUM 
FIRM

Memory foam Latex

HÖVÅG pocket sprung mattress 

You get support in the right places with the help of individually wrapped 

pocket springs that work independently and follow your body closely.  

A generous layer of soft fllings adds support and comfort. Stretch fabric on 

the top side of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort. 25-year 

guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. Dark grey.

90×200cm £150 002.445.26 £150 502.443.50

140×200cm £200 802.445.13 £200 002.443.38

160×200cm £250 702.445.18 £250 502.443.45

Standard single £150 002.587.59 £150 802.587.60

Standard double £200 602.587.61 £200 202.587.63 

Standard king-size £250 402.587.57 £250 202.587.58

Standard super king-size £300 802.587.55 £300 602.587.56

MEDIUM 
FIRM

FIRMNESS

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

FIRM

HAFSLO sprung mattress  
Bonnell springs provide all-over support to ensure a restful night’s sleep. 

Designed to be used on one side only, with no need to turn. 25-year 

guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. Beige.

90×200cm £60 402.444.78 £60 902.443.48

140×200cm £80 102.444.65 £80 802.443.39 

160×200cm £100 102.444.70  £100 802.443.44 

Standard single £60 602.580.54 £60 302.580.55

Standard double £80 002.580.52 £80 802.580.53 

Standard king-size £100 102.580.56 £100 902.580.57

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

FIRMNESS

FIRM MEDIUM 
FIRM

HAMARVIK sprung 
double mattress

£110

HESSENG pocket  
sprung single mattress

£400

ROLL
PACKED

ROLL
PACKED

ROLL
PACKED
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MORGEDAL memory foam mattresses   
The frm mattress has high-resilience foam which gives support for each 

part of your body by closely following your movements. The medium frm 

mattress has a layer of memory foam which moulds to the contours of your 

body, relieves pressure and helps you to relax. Comfort zones give very 

precise support and relieve pressure on your shoulders and hips. 25-year 

guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. Dark grey.

90×200cm £160 002.837.92 £160 702.837.98

140×200cm £180 002.837.87 £180 602.837.94

160×200cm £200 402.837.90 £200 302.837.95

Standard single £160 202.837.91 £160 502.837.99 

Standard double £180 802.837.88 £180 902.837.97 

Standard king-size £200 602.837.89 £200 102.837.96

FIRMNESS

FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

MEDIUM 
FIRM

JÖMNA  

sprung mattress

£45

MOSHULT foam 
double  mattress

£80

25
Year

Guarantee

FREE

A great sign of true quality is 

guaranteeing your mattress for 

25 years at no extra cost!

A mattress that fts inside a car?

You might think it impossible, but we’ve fgured out ways to bundle up your mattress to 

make it easy to carry and take up less space. No matter how you’re getting home.

Foam mattresses

FIRMNESS

FIRM

MALFORS foam mattress 

Get all-over support and comfort with a resilient foam mattress. Easy to 

keep clean, as you can remove the fabric and wash it by machine.

25-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. White.

80×200cm £80 602.723.09 £80 602.722.86

90×200cm £80 802.723.13 £80 002.722.89 

140×200cm £100 102.723.02 £100 302.722.78

160×200cm £120 602.774.20 £120 802.774.24

Standard single £80 202.774.22 £80 102.774.27

Standard double £100 002.774.23 £100 302.774.26 

Standard king-size £120 402.774.21 £120 902.774.28

MEDIUM 
FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

FIRMNESS

MOSHULT foam mattress
Get all-over support and comfort with a resilient foam mattress.

Easy to keep clean, as you can remove the cover and wash it by machine.

25-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. 

White.

 FIRM 

80×200cm £60 702.723.37

90×200cm £60 902.723.41

140×200cm £80 402.723.29

160×200cm £100 602.783.11

Standard single £60 202.783.08 
Standard double £80 002.783.09 
Standard king-size £100 802.783.10 

MALVIK foam mattress
Get all-over support and comfort with a resilient foam mattress.

A generous layer of soft fllings adds support and comfort. Easy to 

keep clean, as you can remove the cover and wash it by machine.

25-year guarantee. Read about the terms in the guarantee brochure. White.

 

80×200cm £100 402.773.98 £100 102.774.13

90×200cm £100 002.722.65  £100 802.722.47

140×200cm £120 402.722.54 £120 102.722.36

160×200cm £140 502.722.58 £140 502.722.39

Standard single £100 402.774.02 £100 602.774.15

Standard double £120 202.774.03 £120 402.774.16 

Standard king-size £140 002.774.04 £140 202.774.17

FIRMNESS

FIRM

 FIRM  MEDIUM FIRM

MEDIUM 
FIRM

JÖMNA standard single sprung mattress  
The springs provide support for your body. Light grey.

 MEDIUM

Standard single £45 302.732.06

FIRMNESS

MEDIUM

FIRM

ROLL
PACKED

ROLL
PACKED

ROLL
PACKED

ROLL
PACKED

ROLL
PACKED
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03

05

02

04

06

Made to keep that nice 
new mattress feeling
Over years of use, your mattress is going to 

experience some wear. Our machine washable 

mattress protectors are the frst line of defence 

against stains and general wear, and are a great 

way to make a mattress stay spick and span.

04

03

02

01 KUNGSMYNTA single mattress protector £20 You can 

prolong the life of your mattress with a mattress protector 

against stains and dirt. Lyocell, polyester and cotton. 

90×190cm. 302.555.56

02 GÖKÄRT single mattress protector £8 Your mattress 

stays dry because a waterproof layer prevents any liquid from 

passing through. Polyurethane, cotton and polyester. 

90×190cm. 502.812.10

03 ROSENDUN single mattress protector £30 You get  

a dry and comfortable sleeping environment since the lyocell/

cotton cover breathes well, which helps air to circulate and 

moisture to evaporate. Lyocell, cotton and polyester. 

90×190cm. 502.524.15

04 ÄNGSVIDE single mattress protector £4.25 A good 

choice if you are allergic to dust mites since the protector is 

machine washable at 60°C, a temperature that kills dust mites. 

Cotton, polyester and polypropylene. 90×190cm. 402.810.60

01 TALGJE standard single mattress topper £40 Stretch 

fabric on the top side of the mattress pad moves with you to 

maximise comfort. Easy to keep clean since you can remove 

the cover and wash it by machine. Easy to bring home since it 

is roll-packed. 90×190, H3.5cm. White. 802.982.52

02 TUSTNA standard single mattress topper £100 Latex 

and wool flling with high pressure-relieving capacity enables 

you to relax more fully and gives a softer sleep surface. 

Stretch fabric on the top side of the mattress pad moves with  

you to maximise comfort. Easy to bring home since it is 

roll-packed. 91.5×190, H7cm. White. 002.982.27

03 TUDDAL standard single mattress topper £60 Filled with 

high-resilience foam that provides a pressure-relieving effect 

and a frmer sleep surface. Easy to keep clean since you can 

remove the cover and wash it by machine. Easy to bring 

home since it is roll-packed. 91.5×190, H5cm. White. 

502.982.01

04 TVINDE standard single mattress topper £120 A soft 

layer of mini pocket springs contours to the natural curves of 

the body to create an enhanced comfort. Stretch fabric on 

the top side of the mattress pad moves with you to maximise 

comfort. Easy to bring home since it is roll-packed. 91.5×190, 

H11cm. White. 202.981.51

05 TUSSÖY standard single mattress topper £80 Filled with 

memory foam that moulds to your body, enables you to relax 

more fully and gives a frmer sleep surface. Easy to keep 

clean since you can remove the cover and wash it by 

machine. Easy to bring home since it is roll-packed. 

91.5×190, H8cm. White. 902.981.76

06 TROMSDALEN standard single mattress topper £150  
A 4cm thick layer of natural latex provides very high 

pressure-relieving capacity, enabling your body to relax more 

fully. Stretch fabric follows the contours of your body as you 

move in bed. Easy to bring home since it is roll-packed. 

90×190, H7cm. Natural colour. 603.040.08

01 KUNGSMYNTA single 
mattress protector

£20

01 TALGJE  
mattress topper

£40

Mattress toppers and protectors
Our durable and reversible mattress toppers are a comfortable way to extend the life 

of your mattress.

All mattress toppers and protectors are also available in double 

and king-sizes.
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Natural, down and feathers
Duck down and duck feathers that naturally 
insulate and breathe. Light, fuffy and lovely. 
The more down in the flling, the softer, 
fuffer and more lightweight the product. 
A higher percentage of down increases the 
product’s price. The more feathers in the 
flling, the more resilient and weighty the 
product. A higher percentage of feathers 
decreases the price.

Synthetic, lyocell and 
polyester
Easy-care fllings that insulate well.  
A good choice for allergy sufferers as 
they can be washed often.

Memory foam
Memory foam responds to your 
body temperature and moulds to 
the contours of your body. You 
get good, even support so you 
can fully relax and sleep better.

01

04

02

07

03

06

08

Our quilts are developed in  
3 different warmth’s
The weight, softness and warmth of a duvet depends on its TOG rating 
and flling. TOG ratings are based on a duvet’s ability to trap warm air. 
The higher the TOG rating, the warmer the duvet.

Cool 4 TOG 
Lightweight – ideal for summer

Warm 7.5 TOG
Warm but still lightweight  - ideal for spring and autumn

All seasons duvet
If you want fexibility and versatility, all-season duvets are a great 
choice. They consist of two separate duvets, a lightweight 4 TOG for 
summer, a warmer 7.5 TOG for autumn and spring, and connect 
together for a 11.5 TOG in winter.

Pillow talk
Not everyone sleeps the same way, so we’ve created pillows 
designed to accommodate everyone’s taste. Choose a pillow 
based on how frm you would like it to be. We also offer a range of 
different fllings, so you’re sure to fnd your perfect pillow.

01 ÄRENPRIS pillow You get a dry and comfortable sleeping environment since the 

lyocell/cotton cover breathes well, which helps air to circulate and moisture to evaporate. 

Polyester, lyocell and cotton. 50×80cm. Soft. 202.696.67 £10 Firm. 902.696.64 £12
02 JORDRÖK pillow Formable pillow that gives you good support thanks to the large 

proportion of feathers in the flling which also absorbs and transports moisture away. 

Cotton, duck feathers and duck down. 50×80cm. Soft. 002.696.06 £15  

Firm. 902.696.02 £20 

03 BANDBLAD memory foam pillow £12 Provides good support and helps you to 

relax and sleep well, as the memory foam flling responds to your body temperature and 

moulds to the shape of your head and neck. Polyurethane memory foam, polyester and 

cotton. 50×80cm. 502.699.20 

04 HÖNSBÄR single duvet 4 and 7.5 TOG £50 Cotton, duck down and duck feathers. 

150×200cm. 702.997.42

05 HAMPDÅN pillow A good choice if you are allergic to dust mites since the pillow is 

machine washable at 60°C, a temperature that kills dust mites. Cotton and polyester. 

50×80cm. Soft. 302.697.37 £5  Firm. 002.697.34 £6
06 KNAVEL pillow Keeps you dry and comfy all night since the flling absorbs and 

transports moisture away. Cotton, duck down and duck feathers. 50×80cm. Soft. 

702.695.23 £45  Firm. 502.695.00 £50
07 TILKÖRT single duvet 4 TOG £6 Easy-care quilt that feels soft and comfortable 

against your skin, as the fabric is brushed microfbre. 100% polyester. 150×200cm. 

502.718.57

08 RÖDTOPPA single duvet 4 TOG £15 You get a dry and comfortable sleeping 

environment since the lyocell/cotton cover breathes well, which helps air to circulate and 

moisture to evaporate. Polyester, lyocell and cotton. 150×200cm. 802.714.98

Soft 
The same symbol is used for 
medium frm mattresses, the 
”soft” choice for mattresses.
This pillow has less flling and is 
suitable if you like to sleep on a 
softer pillow.

Firm 
The same symbol is used for frm 
mattresses, the ”frm” choice for 
mattresses. This pillow has more 
flling and is suitable if you like to 
sleep on a frmer pillow.

05 HAMPDÅN 
soft pillow

£5

For warm welcomes 
and a welcome rest
Think about temperature when making your choice for a duvet, and 

consider changing it with the seasons. Use our easy to follow guidelines for 

your perfect pick of duvet and pillow for your new bed.
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01 KUDDFLOX double quilt cover set £40/5pcs Sateen woven bedlinen in 

cotton is very soft and pleasant to sleep in, and has a pronounced lustre that

makes it look beautiful on your bed. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm.  

4 pillowcases 50×80cm. White/grey. 303.174.46 

02 STRANDGYLLEN double quilt cover set £45/5pcs Lyocell keeps you dry 

and comfy all through the night, because it absorbs and transports moisture away 

and helps your body maintain a comfortable, even temperature. 62% modal, 38%

lyocell. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Stripe/white. 503.172.33

03 RÖDNARV double quilt cover set £40/5pcs You can easily vary the look in 

your bedroom with this bedspread, because the sides have different patterns. 

100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Stripe/white. 

303.176.01 

04 SKÖRPIL double quilt cover set £13/5pcs A soft material with silky 

texture and lustre. 100% polyester. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 

50×80cm. Blue/white. 703.177.17

05 SKÖRPIL double quilt cover set £13/5pcs A soft material with silky 

texture and lustre. 100% polyester. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 

50×80cm. Grey/white. 403.177.14

RIGHT PAGE RÖDNARV double quilt cover set £40/5pcs You can easily vary 

the look in your bedroom with this bedspread, because the sides have different 

patterns. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Stripe/

blue. 503.176.24

RÖDNARV double  
quilt cover set

£40/5pcs

01

03

02

04

05

03 RÖDNARV double 
quilt cover set

£40/5pcs



Quilt covers44 45 Sustainability

01 NYPONROS double quilt cover set £30/5pcs The bedlinen feels soft 

against your skin and retains its vivid colours for a long time since the yarn is 

dyed before weaving. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 

50×80cm. Grey. 902.300.11

02 RÖDBINKA double quilt cover set £45/5pcs Sateen woven bedlinen in 

lyocell has a pronounced lustre, feels soft as silk and is pleasant to sleep in.  

100% lyocell. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. White/foral 

patterned. 302.692.71

03 NYPONROS double quilt cover set £30/5pcs 100% cotton. Quilt cover 

200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Yellow. 802.300.35

04 RÖDVED double quilt cover set £13/5pcs 52% polyester, 48% cotton. 

Designer: Linda Svensson Edevint. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 

50×80cm. White/green. 303.043.35

05 NYPONROS double quilt cover set £30/5pcs The bedlinen feels soft 

against your skin and retains its vivid colours for a long time since the yarn is 

dyed before weaving. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 

50×80cm. White/blue. 501.891.55

06 JONILL double quilt cover set £40/5pcs Feels crisp and cool against your 

skin as it’s made of cotton percale, densely woven from fne yarn. 100% cotton. 

Designer: Ann Wessblad. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm. 

Multicoloured. 203.042.70

07 STRANDKRYPA double quilt cover set £25/5pcs Concealed press studs 

keep the quilt in place. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 

50×80cm. Floral patterned/white. 902.829.29

Cotton we can all 
feel comfortable with

We love cotton because it’s so 

soft, breathable and renewable. 

But we didn’t like the fact that 

conventional farming can harm 

the growers and the environment. 

So IKEA made a commitment to 

help improve the industry.

By the end of 2015, all the cotton 

that we use will come from more 

sustainable sources.  

This means that farmers will:

• use less water thanks to

more effcient practices

• use less chemical fertiliser and 

pesticide, reducing costs and pollution

• increase their proft margins 

without raising prices

Learn more at

IKEAFoundation.org

07 STRANDKRYPA double 
quilt cover set

£25/5pcs

01 NYPONROS double 
quilt cover set

£30/5pcs

02

04

06

03

05



46 Finance and guarantee

Finance options
If you’ve found the solutions to create your dream home, but need some 
help spreading the cost, we can offer you a range of fnance options to 
help you make your dream become a reality. 

IKEA personal loan 
With an IKEA personal loan you can borrow between £150 and £1500 and 
spread the cost over 12 to 60 months with affordable, fxed payments of 
£10, £25 or £40 per month. There are no hidden set-up, arrangement or 
early settlement fees, so you know exactly what you will repay. All this at 
a very competitive representative 19.9% APR.

Representative example: 
Total loan amount: £604 
30 monthly repayments of: £25 
One fnal payment of: £15.93 
Total amount payable is: £765.93 
Representative: 19.9% APR 
Rate of interest: 18.3% fxed 

For more information please speak to one of our co-workers in store or 
visit IKEA.co.uk/services 

Credit is provided by Ikano Bank AB (publ) and is available subject to 
status to UK residents who are aged 18 or over and have valid proof of 
identifcation*. Applicants must also hold a current UK bank account, 
have proof of income and a good credit history. A down payment of £10 
is required from a current UK debit card. This is deducted from the total 
purchase price before calculating the loan amount and monthly  

repayments, which are taken via direct debit. IKEA Limited acts as a 
credit broker (not a lender) and only offers credit products for 
Ikano Bank AB (publ).  

Ikano Bank is authorised in Sweden by Finansinspektionen, the regulator for banks in 
Sweden, and is subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority. Ikano 
Bank is a trading name of the UK branch of Ikano Bank AB (publ), which is registered 
with branch number BR016253 and their registered offce is: Waterfront House, 
Waterfront Plaza, Station Street, Nottingham, NG2 3DQ.  
* Valid proof of identifcation: current UK credit, debit or store card, full UK driver’s 
licence, UK  or Eire passport or British Forces ID card. A debit card for the account  
from which your direct debit payments will be taken is also required. Terms and 
conditions apply.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem? 
IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s 
covered under the guarantee. IKEA will then, at 
its discretion, either repair the defective product 
or replace it with the same or a comparable 
product. In these cases, IKEA will be respon-
sible for the cost of repairs, spare parts, labour 
and travel for IKEA repair staff or service 
engineers, provided that the product is 
accessible for repair without IKEA incurring 
additional expenditure to gain access. This will 
not apply in cases where repair work has not 
been authorised by IKEA. Any defective parts 
removed in the course of repair works will 
become the property of IKEA. If the item is no 
longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an 
appropriate replacement. IKEA will decide, at its 
discretion, what will constitute an appropriate 
replacement.

Conditions for the guarantees 
The guarantees are valid from the date of 
purchase at IKEA (or date of delivery by IKEA if 
later). The original purchase receipt (or email 
confrmation if ordered online) is required as 
proof of purchase.

Exclusions
The guarantees do not apply to products that 
have been stored or assembled incorrectly, 
used inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, 
or cleaned using incorrect cleaning methods or 
cleaning products. The guarantees do not cover 
normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or 
damage caused by impacts or accidents. The 
guarantees do not apply if products have been 
placed outdoors or in a humid environment or if 
the products have been used for non-domestic 
purposes (unless otherwise stated). The 
guarantees do not cover consequential or 
incidental damage suffered by any person. The 
guarantees are for the beneft of the original 
purchaser of the product. For details, see the 
guarantee conditions and description for every 
product.

Care instructions 
To be able to rely on the guarantee, you must  
follow the specifc care instructions for every 
product. You will fnd all care instructions in the 
IKEA store and on the IKEA website: IKEA.co.uk

General legal rights
Each guarantee gives you specifc legal rights. 
The guarantee is provided to you free of charge 
and in addition to the rights given to you by law. 
It does not, in any way, affect the rights given to 
you by law. Items excluded from the IKEA free 
extended guarantees will still be covered by the 
rights given to you by law. You can obtain
information about your legal rights from trading 
standards offces or citizens’ advice bureaux.

How to reach us if you need service
Contact your local IKEA store. You will fnd the 
address and phone number on pages 311 and 
312 in the IKEA catalogue or at IKEA.co.uk
Save your sales receipt or email confrmation as 
proof of purchase. Proof of purchase is required 
for the guarantees to be valid.

To fnd out more, pick up the guarantee folders 
at your local store.

Mattress guarantee
What is covered under this guarantee? 
This guarantee covers defects in materials and 
workmanship in the following components of the 
mattresses and/or bed bases: 

• Wooden frame and springs in wooden base sprung 
 mattresses 
• Springs in sprung mattresses 
• Foam core in foam mattresses  
• Wooden frame and slats in slatted bed bases 

This guarantee applies to domestic use only. 

What is not covered under this guarantee? 
All mattress pads. Slatted bed base SULTAN LADE and 
JÖMNA mattresses. Children’s mattresses and sofa 
bed mattresses. 

25
Year

Guarantee

FREE

A great sign of true quality is 
guaranteeing your mattress for 

25 years at no extra cost!
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Did you know that you can plan and purchase your bedroom 

furniture online? Simply visit IKEA.co.uk

The IKEA Bedroom Brochure is 

printed on FSC® certified paper to 

ensure more sustainable origins 

of the wood.

Would you like us to help you with that?
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled easily by you.  

But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services.  

Contact your local store or visit the IKEA website for details.

IKEA.co.uk/service 

Delivery service

We deliver your furniture direct to your home or your offce. 

Prices from: £25

For an additional non-proft fee we can also take away your  

current bed, mattress, sofa or appliance for re-use/recycling  

when we deliver the new one.

Picking with Delivery service

We’ll collect the furniture items on your shopping list and  

deliver them to your home or offce.

Prices from: £35

Assembly service

Our professional independent partners assemble your products  

for you and dispose of the packaging. Includes a free 1-year  

workmanship guarantee.

Services



HEMNES daybed frame with 3 drawers £260 £229 

4 functions: sofa, single bed, double bed and storage 

solution. Fibreboard, particle board, solid pine. Designer: 

Carina Bengs. 80×200, H86cm. White. 500.803.15

For opening hours and directions to your nearest  
IKEA store, visit our website at IKEA.co.uk
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HEMNES daybed  £260 
frame with 3 drawers

£229


